[The transient PVEP acuity assessment for 2 to 5 years old normal children].
To evaluate the practicality of transient PVEP (pattern visual evoked potential, PVEP) acuity assessment for 2 to 5 years old normal children from September 2007 to January 2008. Pattern acuity and transient PVEP-A of 179 (355 eyes) normal children between 2 to 5 years were detected and analyzed. Pattern acuity data were got from test for single uncorrected eye with pattern acuity table. PVEP-A was measured by the horizontal gratings evoked potential, voyich were cognizable response. chi2 and rank tests methods were used to analysis. The value of PVEP-A was converted to international standard acuity, and then comparison to pattern acuity with Logistic regression method. With the growth of age, pattern acuity was gradually increased and the value was greater than 0.4. The positive correlation also existed among PVEP-A and age, PVEP-A from test children was all greater than 3.4 c/d. The analysis result of rank regression was P<0.01, that weaned PVEP-A difference among four groups had statistics significance. The correlation coefficient of PVEP-A with pattern acuity was good (r=0.673). The difference of PVEP-A and pattern acuity between two eyes was correlated(r = 0.664). The result also pointed out PVEP-A growth was earlier than pattern acuity among 179 children. Stabilization and reliability PVEP is a good objective visual assessment for younger and handicapped children.